
Video Game Commentary: On Professional Wrestling, Video Games, and the Nature of Play 

Introduction 1.1: A brief commentary of wrestling and games 

 You know it’s fake, right? Much of my life as a professional wrestling fan can be 

characterized with this very question. People often have seemed to be curious as to whether or 

not I am aware of the professional wrestling’s realities or perhaps lack thereof. That, however, is 

not actually the case, because embedded within this question is a much deeper question about 

professional wrestling. By asking this question, such people are really engaged in a more serious 

question, why invest time in something that is not in fact real? In other words, why take 

wrestling seriously? 

 Part of being a wrestling fan is being loaded with answers for this question. The problem 

here is that because the relevant question, i.e., the question of seriousness, is wrapped up in this 

notion of reality, i.e., the question of fake-ness as an inherent quality of wrestling. As such, 

answers are formulated to take on the immediately prioritized posits of the latter. It’s not actually 

fake, because they still get hurt; or, it may be fake, but it’s really entertaining; or, yes, it’s fake 

but aren’t you a Game of Thrones fans - because dragons and ice zombies are so f’n real.  

These are the answers that wrestling fans tend to give. As stated, they capture only a facet 

of the relevant issue that this issue of fake does not deter one’s investment in the medium and in 

fact, fake does not really accurately describe what is actually going on in wrestling. What then is 

going on in wrestling, that is, what is it about wrestling that we take seriously when it is not at 

the very least completely real? 

It is interesting to see the parallels between wrestling and video games as gaming seems 

to find itself in this same level of public scrutiny. This attitude is often expressed in how society 

tends to subordinate video gaming to real life activity. An elite Madden player would spend their 

time playing actual football. It is more fulfilling to actually learn the guitar than to take the time 

to master the difficulty of Dragonforce’s Through the Fire and The Flames on Guitar Hero. Or, 

in general, why play video games when you can just go outside and play? 

My main point here is to emphasize a societal attitude towards games and wrestling. 

These things society argues are unbelonging to a notion of realness. What I wish to do is unpack 

this notion of realness for as I have argued it is not a metaphysical notion of reality but rather a 

cultural notion of seriousness. We seem to just fine accept film, television, music as mediums for 

engagement without delving into their metaphysical realities, but when it comes to wrestling and 

games we often subordinate such mediums and delegate them to a sense of non-realness, i.e., 

fake. What I will discuss is this question of what is going on in wrestling, particularly unpacking 

this notion of fakeness in wrestling. What I will do is use video games, namely a wrestling video 

game, and I suggest that what is going on in this particular game about professional wrestling 

helps uncover what is in fact going on in actual professional wrestling. 

1.2: Pro Wrestling X 

There have been myriad professional wrestling video games throughout the industry’s 

history. Examples can be reduced to being an attempt to further promote a wrestling product 

(see: WWF/E games) or as a sub-genre of beat-em-up fighting video games (see: Pro Wrestling 



on the NES ). Pro Wrestling X, however, is of a different flavor existing within the greater genre 

of indie games.  

 

The game, which is still in development, is available for early access on Steam and has 

been an ongoing project since the times of the PlayStation 2. While the current model available 

is obviously underdeveloped in terms of options, the motivation behind the game stands out. It is 

advertised as a wrestling game made by wrestling fans for wrestling fans. In other words, it is a 

pure professional wrestling 

game. 

I do not suggest by 

this that the developers are 

beholden to some 

enlightened view of the 

purest form of what 

wrestling is. Rather I 

suggest that this game 

functions as something 

likened to the actual thing 

that is professional 

wrestling but in the form of 

a video game. What I am 

proposing is a viewing of video games as a sort of semio-simulation with video games as the 

sign containing a signifier and signified. In this case, the signifier is the gaming functions of 

Professional Wrestling X (e.g., design, gameplay, graphics) that convey notions of professional 

wrestling and the signified being the actual thing that is professional wrestling. 

1.2.1: Playing Pro Wrestling X 

 Early access versions of the game offer minimal options. There are two built-in 

characters, a select option of arena options that only differentiate in color, and one song that 

plays throughout the whole game experience. Once set-up with whatever chosen wrestlers and 

ring, the diegetic game space is merely the ring, the wrestlers, and crowd effects; the referee is 

represented only by an on-screen counter and the visual fixation is only on the previous elements 

mentioned. The two characters themselves have a fairly standardized moveset, favoring more 

traditional notions of wrestling moves where the two major distinctions are striking moves and 

grappling moves.  

Grasshopper, for example, who is a 170 pound masked wrestler billed from ‘Parts 

Unknown’, strikes simply with his fists and a majority of his grapples are standard slams or 

suplexes. What is initially offered essentially is a base gameplay for this particular wrestling 

game. Along with strikes and grapples, you can move around, pin the opponent, interact with the 

ring by climbing or jumping off the ropes or leaving and entering the ring, At first glance, the 

game is diegetically minimal, but within the game there seems to be this non diegetic level of 

gameplay that increases the game experience nearly to infinite standards. 



 A large part of the experience in playing Pro Wrestling X is setting up the game, that is, a 

good amount of gameplay time is not even the actual wrestling part but rather this function to 

customize, create, and inhabit a wrestling world. Edit mode is one way in which to expand the 

current wrestling universe inhabited by the player. I was able to edit the built-in wrestlers, having 

the option to expand Grasshopper’s moveset, design, and description. Not only this, but I was 

able to start from scratch and make my 

own character. 

 Customization and creation of a 

wrestler (commonly referred to as 

CAWs) are common traits for 

wrestling games. In this particular 

game as I somewhat alluded to 

previously, the main functions to edit 

for a particular wrestler are moveset, 

design, and description. There is a 

given set of moves that I can give my 

player, so strikes can be standard or 

kicks or headbutts and grappling moves can be power moves or high-flying moves. There is a 

sense of freedom in the choice of the moves that make up the move set, that is, one does not have 

to subscribe to a template set of moves but can assign a particular move to exhaust each available 

command. I may favor my CAW to be more high flying or to be a power guy or to have a mix of 

both. 

 There is also the ability to design the CAW to look how you want given the options. This 

may be a smaller or bigger wrestler. One may also assign a particular profile of the wrestler 

conveyed through this non diegetic space of weight, residence, ring name, etc. This exhausts the 

characteristics of the built-in edit mode. There are only certain options available to the player, 

but the edit mode still takes on a very expansive feature. 



 Part of the gameplay too 

is Pro Wrestling X’s openness to 

modding. Whatever options that 

are available can either be 

changed or added onto. This 

makes for an interesting part of 

the game’s design since it is 

design that is not apparent. The 

gameplay then exists insofar as 

how the player interacts with the 

game space. The game space is 

in fact spatially defined and players inhabit this space and can modify it how they may please. 

The wrestling part of the game is in fact a facet of what is actually at stake, that is, this notion of 

a wrestling world that the player-subject inhabits, which changes through player action that takes 

on both a diegetic and nondiegetic form of play. Playing  Pro Wrestling X is simply playing in a 

wrestling world. 

When we consider Pro Wrestling X as a particular game space, a theme to touch upon is 

this notion of play, particularly play subject to this game space that is a particularly defined 

wrestling world confined in how Pro Wrestling X perhaps rules over the player subject. What we 

may discuss is how this particular play helps unpack this idea of professional wrestling, that is, 

how the game captures a reality of fake wrestling. What I suggest is that a subject playing in this 

wrestling world reveals a nature of play that exists within wrestling, that is, wrestling is not fake 

but a particular kind of play. Moreover, we may discuss then what this particular kind of play is, 

that is, what is it about the world that subjects the player in such a particular way? 

II: Nature of Play 

 If we consider Pro Wrestling X to be a game about professional wrestling, then it must 

accurately represent professional wrestling in some particular way. It seems to be the case that if 

we were to play a game about professional wrestling, then it must be an accurate telling of 

wrestling since if it was not representing wrestling then in essence we would be playing a game 

that is not in fact wrestling but merely something else. This, however, leads to a slightly 

counterintuitive question - how exactly can games achieve realism of ‘fake wrestling’. 

 The scope of realism that we may often think about as the ultimate goal in games is this 

sense of realisticness. As Galloway describes it, realisticness is a sense of accurate representation 

of the actual thing itself as is exists in reality (Galloway, p. 72). The problem here is that Pro 

Wrestling X or any wrestling video game does not do this. In professional wrestling, evocations 

of pain are acted out, strikes do not actually land at full capacity, grappling moves are often done 

with the aid of the opponent, and match outcomes are predetermined.  

 Pro Wrestling X makes it seem, however, that none of these ‘fake’ qualities of wrestling 

are not in play. because the goal of the matches is not to put on a particular performance but 

rather to win the match by actually hurting the opponent. One actually damages the opponent 



using moves against them that slowly deter the stamina bar, which would communicate that the 

opponent is actually being damaged. The strikes visually make full contact with the opponent 

and the sound effects on strikes convey this notion of full contact. The match outcomes too are 

determined by an actual attempt at competition. 

 Pro Wrestling X then is not at all realistic to professional wrestling. Yet we still would 

call this a professional wrestling game - this much I think is still intuitive despite seemingly not 

possessing any characteristics of actual professional wrestling. This may be the case, because as 

Galloway asserts, there is a clear distinction between realistic and realism (p. 75). To achieve a 

sense of depicted accuracy would be the goal of realisticness, but in Galloway’s world, realist 

gaming is the relationship between gamer and game where the social reality of the gamer extends 

out to the game space through their actions and back through again (p. 76). In other words, it is 

not so much the goal of realist games to depict a mirror image of reality but to extend out the 

social reality of the gamer into the game space. 

 So what is then the social reality of professional wrestling that extends out into the game 

space of Pro Wrestling X. It is a game that by design invites players to not merely inhabit a 

wrestling world but to truly play in it and play around with it. In a game that invites players to 

customize and edit the world as they please, the play in this inhabited wrestling world favors 

paidiac kinds of play. On the spectrum between free and rigid play, players are more free in their 

own guiding of how to play the game. This is what I claim to be what is real about Pro Wrestling 

X. The game space is this wrestling world and players merely exist within it to do wrestling. This 

means being the kind of wrestler you want, being in the kind of wrestling space you want, and 

wrestling how and who you want. 

 Wrestling is in fact play fighting. This is why a game like Pro Wrestling X can still be a 

game about wrestling without adhering to the realistic notions that is wrestling being a staged 

competition. The fact that gaming is play substitutes in for the kind of play that is done in real 

life wrestling. This is the nature of play; play is neither fake nor real in the sense that is used to 

describe wrestling and games. Play is merely the inhabiting of a particular space designed for 

play and interacting with it accordingly. In video game wrestling, we are in fact inhabiting a 

wrestling space and we play in it through the functions of video gaming rather than the functions 

of playing in actual life as actual wrestling does. 

III: Breaking Kayfabe 

 I do contend that Pro Wrestling X is not completely paidiac in nature. For if it was, then it 

is reduced to a masturbatory kind of art where the world can be expressed in ways that would 

make it not a wrestling world. If modding is a central part of gameplay, then what is to stop 

players from turning the world into a non-wrestling world? What then are the rules that maintain 

Pro Wrestling X as having the status of being a wrestling game? 

 When a game by name refers to its status as a professional wrestling game, there is 

clearly this sense that this game is about professional wrestling. The designers claim it to be a 

game by wrestling fans for wrestling fans and the functions of the game space confer it as being 



a wrestling world. Being a wrestling world then implies this rule of gameplay that players must 

abide by, that is, this notion of not breaking kayfabe. 

 Kayfabe, which is pig latin for ‘fake’, in the wrestling world is an insider terms used to 

refer to the staged events that occur in wrestling. To uphold kayfabe would merely be to exist in 

the wrestling world as participants have defined it. A wrestler referring to Hulk Hogan as Terry 

Bollea would be a serious break in kayfabe, implying that the man Hulk Hogan is merely a 

character played by an actual person. To uphold kayfabe is to uphold a certain standard that is set 

for the wrestling world.  

This is then a part of the gameplay of Pro Wrestling X, because since it is a wrestling 

world, player actions are defined in terms of kayfabe, a standard of wrestling. This notion still 

makes for a fairly free notion of play as what can be considered as following kayfabe is limited 

only by creativity for as long as it serves the function of being wrestling then kayfabe is upheld 

and players are still playing within the defined game space. Kayfabe is what subjects the player 

to the game space and is an integral part of gameplay. 

 What we are left with is how play in wrestling works, particularly through how play in 

gaming wrestling works. This notion that wrestling and games are somehow subordinate to 

reality is a misguided notion, because it assigns a quality to these mediums that cannot not take 

on such a trait. They are in fact forms of play. Play is neither fake or real; such a qualitative 

assessment is absurd in the grand scheme of what play is. At the very least, Pro Wrestling X 

attempts to exhibit the kind of play that wrestling ultimately aspires to. There is this world of 

wrestling in which we can play. Through customization or editing we can take on the kind of 

wrestling world in which we wish to inhabit. This is in fact the purest kind of professional 

wrestling that could exist, where the game reduces the fighting and the whole space of 

professional wrestling to pure play, which is the ultimate goal of wrestling. 
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